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on the other side of things, an english-
language petition bring back legend of the
guardians, signed by over 4,000 people,
was started on february 21, 2018 to ask
marvel studios to make a sequel to legend
of the guardians: the owls of ga'hoole. the
petition is still active and, at this time, has
over 14,000 signatures. what is your
opinion on these two petitions? is legend of
the guardians: the owls of ga'hoole a good
film? or is there an essential other story
that needs to be told? tell us what you
think in the comments section below! there
are several names that crop up again and
again in the industry as titles we wish we
had more time to explore. last year, we
looked at the most anticipated game as
determined by the editors of maclife, and
while our list of titles has changed a bit
since then, the top game from 2011 still
ranks as the third most anticipated game
of the year. this interview was conducted in
2011. while the studio has not given a hard
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no in terms of the possibly of a legend of
the guardians sequel, no discussions from
credible news sources since 2011 have
made any mention of a possible sequel.
this interview was conducted in 2011. while
the studio has not given a hard no in terms
of the possibly of a legend of the guardians
sequel, no discussions from credible news
sources since 2011 have made any
mention of a possible sequel. in addition to
his studio, zareh nalbandian has also gone
on to do work for walt disney animation
studios in the roles of producer, creative
director, and executive producer. he has
also produced the animated series lava
and puppets as well as the feature film
planes (2019). additionally, he has served
as an executive producer on the films dawn
of the planet of the apes (2014), the lego
movie (2014), and jonah hex (2010).
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the mortal online 2 kickstarter campaign
has launched and is set to end on may
31st. over the course of the next two

weeks, we will be sharing new screenshots,
videos and news, so be sure to check back
often! long-time readers of our newsletter
may have already noticed that we have
been extremely busy in the summer of

2017 with the upgrade and release of our
latest game, mortal online 2. the team here

at star vault has been working hard to
make this major upgrade possible. we are
excited to finally share this with you, our
loyal community! the first month or so of

mortal online 2 is almost done and we
wanted to share the first impressions of the

game. we are excited and are really
looking forward to the release in mid-july.
mortal online 2 is still in development, and
we’re eager to start sharing updates and

news! stay tuned for more! we are pleased
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to announce that the mortal online 2
kickstarter campaign is now live! the goal

is to raise $2,000,000 cad, with a $500,000
cad bonus. we are super excited about this
new adventure and hope you can join us!
we are thrilled to announce that we will

soon be upgrading the mortal online game
to unreal engine 5. this means that the
game will finally be able to run on the

newest pcs (i.e. the latest hardware and
operating systems). in order to do this, we
will have to update the game from unreal
engine 4 to ue5. this means that the game
will be in a state of beta for a while and the

game will be offline during this time. we
apologize for the inconvenience and we
hope that you understand. the mortal

online team is currently busy working on
the upcoming update. we will be offline for

a few weeks while we go through the
upgrade process, but we will share more
details once everything is ready. we are
incredibly grateful for your patience, and
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we hope to be able to share this update
with you once the game is done!
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